
The single-source for complete parts locating, 

buying, selling, marketing and more. Used by 

thousands of dealers, millions of times per month 

and updated every day with the most accurate 

data in the industry. The most comprehensive  

solution for running a better parts business.

A 47 million  
parts warehouse.

Easy and intuitive.

Manufacturer, dealer, authorized  

distributor, tire, paint — all the parts 

and parts information in one place.

Fast & accurate.
Unmatched search speed, reduced phone  

time, automatic daily inventory  

updates and 99% part search 

accuracy make it the efficient, 

confident choice.

Ecommerce enabled.
Easy, quick ecommerce function 

enhances parts buying and  

selling speed.

All the information for parts buying, 

selling and management is  

integrated and quickly accessible 

from one screen. Workflow is 

streamlined and parts decisions 

can be made quickly.

Most accurate. Most widely used. Most robust. 

The most complete parts marketing 
and sourcing solution in the industry. 

•	 D2D	Express	transaction	notifications

•	 Parts	buying	and	selling	opportunities

•	 Inventory	update	information

Everything you need to manage  
your inventory, at your fingertips.

Locate Console highlights:

•	 Tire	lookup	data

•	 Discounted	part	rules	criteria

•	 Replenishment	overview
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Manage inventory faster and easier than ever before 

via bundling, idle parts selling, idle parts shopping and 

more, right at your fingertips.

Integrated	 reporting	
functions provide quick, 

easy access to information 

to make smart pricing and 

stocking decisions.

Target every buyer  
automatically through our  

DiscountPartsHUB	 that	markets	

your	idle	and	excess	inventory	

to other franchises, independent 

repair shops, fleets, collision 

shops and even consumers.

A complete parts marketing solution from  
inventory management to idle reduction.

Storefront feature allows 

you to create a customized 

website to showcase your 

dealership’s specials, offers 

and deals, and market your 

parts department nationwide.

Automatically sell idle  
parts by identifying other 

dealers who have a history  

of buying those parts.  

Automatically shop for 
discounted parts by  

receiving alerts when another 

dealer has discounted a part 

you sell often so you can buy 

more competitively.

One click provides  

visibility to your old, idle,  

obsolete	and	excess	inventory	

and the tools that market and 

sell that inventory.


